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Abstract

Arctic Haze is a seasonal phenomenon with high concentrations of accumulation-mode
aerosols occurring in the Arctic in winter and early spring. Chemistry transport models
and climate chemistry models struggle to reproduce this phenomenon, and this has
recently prompted changes in aerosol removal schemes to remedy the modeling prob-5

lems. In this paper, we show that shortcomings in current emission data sets are at
least as important. We perform a 3 yr model simulation of black carbon (BC) with the
Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART. The model is driven with a new emis-
sion data set which includes emissions from gas flaring. While gas flaring is estimated
to contribute less than 3 % of global BC emissions in this data set, flaring dominates10

the estimated BC emissions in the Arctic (north of 66◦ N). Putting these emissions into
our model, we find that flaring contributes 42 % to the annual mean BC surface con-
centrations in the Arctic. In March, flaring even accounts for 52 % of all Arctic BC near
the surface. Most of the flaring BC remains close to the surface in the Arctic, so that
the flaring contribution to BC in the middle and upper troposphere is small. Another im-15

portant factor determining simulated BC concentrations is the seasonal variation of BC
emissions from domestic combustion. We have calculated daily domestic combustion
emissions using the heating degree day (HDD) concept based on ambient air temper-
ature and compare results from model simulations using emissions with daily, monthly
and annual time resolution. In January, the Arctic-mean surface concentrations of BC20

due to domestic combustion emissions are 150 % higher when using daily emissions
than when using annually constant emissions. While there are concentration reductions
in summer, they are smaller than the winter increases, leading to a systematic increase
of annual mean Arctic BC surface concentrations due to domestic combustion by 68 %
when using daily emissions. A large part (93 %) of this systematic increase can be cap-25

tured also when using monthly emissions; the increase is compensated by a decreased
BC burden at lower latitudes. In a comparison with BC measurements at six Arctic sta-
tions, we find that using daily-varying domestic combustion emissions and introducing
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gas flaring emissions leads to large improvements of the simulated Arctic BC, both in
terms of mean concentration levels and simulated seasonality. Case studies based on
BC and carbon monoxide (CO) measurements from the Zeppelin observatory appear
to confirm flaring as an important BC source that can produce pollution plumes in the
Arctic with a high BC/CO enhancement ratio, as expected for this source type. Our re-5

sults suggest that it may not be “vertical transport that is too strong or scavenging rates
that are too low” and “opposite biases in these processes” in the Arctic and elsewhere
in current aerosol models, as suggested in a recent review article (Bond et al., 2013),
but missing emission sources and lacking time resolution of the emission data that are
causing opposite model biases in simulated BC concentrations in the Arctic and in the10

mid-latitudes.

1 Introduction

Chemistry transport models (CTMs) and chemistry climate models (CCMs) have large
difficulties in simulating high-latitude pollutant concentrations. This is found for pollutant
gases with lifetimes of the order of months such as carbon monoxide (CO) but is more15

severe for shorter-lived species such as aerosols (Shindell et al., 2008). Measured
concentrations of accumulation-mode aerosols in the Arctic peak during the winter and
early spring, producing the so-called Arctic Haze phenomenon (Barrie, 1986; Law and
Stohl, 2007). Many CTMs and CCMs, in contrast, have a flat seasonal cycle or even
produce a summer maximum in accumulation-mode aerosol concentrations (Shindell20

et al., 2008). The problems of models to simulate Arctic black carbon (BC) concen-
trations have recently become a major discussion point, given that BC potentially has
a strong influence on radiative forcing in the Arctic, both via direct and indirect effects
in the atmosphere and via albedo changes after deposition on snow or ice (Flanner
et al., 2007; Quinn et al., 2008). Shindell et al. (2008) found a large diversity of results25

from different models. None of the models could successfully simulate the BC sea-
sonal cycle measured at the Arctic stations Barrow and Alert, and all models strongly
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underestimated BC concentrations in winter and early spring. A comparison with mea-
sured vertical BC profiles in the Arctic also showed large model diversity but in general
the model underestimate BC throughout the lower and middle troposphere, whereas
some of the models overestimate BC in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
(Koch et al., 2009). These results indicate severe model deficiencies with respect to5

simulating Arctic BC concentrations, which also hamper the assessment of the radia-
tive effects of BC in the Arctic (see, e.g. Fig. 5.10 in Quinn et al., 2011).

Wet scavenging parameterizations used in the models are a likely culprit for part
of the model problems (e.g. Bourgeois et al., 2011), as the build-up of Arctic Haze
is generally attributed to the inefficiency of removal processes during winter (Shaw,10

1995). Recently, Garrett et al. (2010, 2011) have argued that seasonal differences in
wet scavenging control the aerosol seasonality in the Arctic. However, slower transport
from source regions in summer also contributes to the seasonal minimum (Stohl, 2006)
and automatically enhances the effect of wet scavenging due to longer exposure to
precipitation en route from the sources to the Arctic than in winter. Indeed, changes in15

a model’s aerosol scheme (i.e. treatment of microphysical properties and atmospheric
removal of BC) alone can change simulated concentrations by more than an order of
magnitude in remote regions such as the Arctic (Vignati et al., 2010). Implementing
a more realistic aerosol microphysical scheme in one model increased the Arctic BC
concentrations near the surface in winter, which is in better agreement with the obser-20

vations, but at the same time it exacerbated the model overestimates at higher alti-
tudes (Lund and Berntsen, 2012). Also several other recent studies reported improved
simulations of Arctic BC surface concentrations after revising the models’ aerosol mi-
crophysical schemes (e.g. the transformation of BC from a hydrophobic to a hydrophilic
state during aerosol aging) and wet scavenging treatment (Liu et al., 2011; Huang et al.,25

2010a,b; Sharma et al., 2013). However, these model revisions were motivated by de-
ficiencies in simulating Arctic BC and are not always supported by improved process
understanding. Bond et al. (2013) noted that “across-the-board adjustments such as
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altering wet scavenging rates may improve biases in one region but make them worse
in another”.

In this paper, we explore possible shortcomings in the emission data used in today’s
CTMs. In particular, many global models use annually constant emissions, whereas in
reality emissions from some source types can vary substantially even from one day5

to another. For instance, energy requirements for space heating and related domestic
combustion emissions respond to the daily changes in outside temperatures. Further-
more, to date, emissions from gas flaring by the oil industry have been missing or
geographically misplaced in most emission inventories but they are potentially an im-
portant source of BC at high latitudes since a significant proportion of total gas flared10

has been estimated to occur there. For example, in 2008 Russia was responsible for
nearly one third of gas flared globally (Elvidge et al., 2009). Indeed, Shevchenko et al.
(2012) have recently reported shipboard measurements of BC in the Kara and Barents
Seas and found that when the air came from regions with strong gas flaring activity, the
BC concentrations were very high. Here, we will present simulations of BC transport15

and removal with a Lagrangian model incorporating flaring emissions and daily varying
domestic combustion emissions to show that simulated Arctic BC concentrations are
highly sensitive to these emission sources. While the model simulations were done only
for BC, the main results of this study should be valid also for other short-lived pollutant
aerosols and gases.20

2 Methods

2.1 Emission data

For this study we have used version 4 of the ECLIPSE (Evaluating the CLimate
and Air Quality ImPacts of Short-livEd Pollutants) project emission data set de-
scribed in Klimont et al. (2013) and available through the ECLIPSE project website25

(http://eclipse.nilu.no) upon request. The anthropogenic component of the emission
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data set used in this work has been developed with the GAINS (Greenhouse gas – Air
pollution Interactions and Synergies) model (Amann, 2011, see http://gains.iiasa.ac.at).
This model calculates emissions for about 170 regions by all major economic sectors,
including energy and industrial production, transport, residential combustion, agricul-
ture, and waste distinguishing several detailed subsectors, fuels, and emission con-5

trol options. In total, the GAINS model considers nearly 2000 sector-fuel-technology
combinations for which emissions are calculated. The GAINS regional BC estimates
(Klimont et al., 2009; Kupiainen and Klimont, 2007) compare well with other work (e.g.
Bond et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2011) and are consistent with results
from the SPEW model (Bond et al., 2013).10

In this paper we focus on the contribution and role of two anthropogenic sources,
i.e. domestic combustion emissions owing to the assumed significance of their tem-
poral distribution, and on gas flaring emissions due to their increasing relative im-
portance with latitude (Table 1). The GAINS methodology to estimate BC emissions
from domestic combustion draws on Kupiainen and Klimont (2007). The emission fac-15

tors aim to reflect real world emissions, i.e. incorporate emission measurements of
diluted samples, and have been recently updated for Europe (Boman et al., 2011;
Pettersson et al., 2011; Schmidl et al., 2011; Tissari et al., 2008, 2009), specifi-
cally for modern stoves and boilers, and Asia (Cao et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2009;
Habib et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009; Parashar et al., 2005; Venkataraman, 2005; Zhi20

et al., 2008, 2009). Activity data on solid fuel combustion in the domestic sector
originates from the International Energy Agency (IEA, 2011), EUROSTAT, national
statistics and contacts with national experts, for example during stakeholder con-
sultation within the revision of the European Union National Emission Ceiling Di-
rective (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/air/review air policy.htm) and activities asso-25

ciated with work for the Arctic Council’s Taskforce on Short-Lived Climate Forcers
(http://www.arctic-council.org). Such consultations have allowed to collect and validate
new information about distribution of various installations (stoves, boilers, pellet stoves,
etc.) in several countries.
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For gas flaring in the oil and gas industry, GAINS relies on the time series of gas
flaring volumes developed within the Global Gas Flaring Reduction initiative (Elvidge
et al., 2007, 2011) and emission factors derived on the basis of particulate matter and
soot estimates from CAPP (2007); Johnson et al. (2011); US EPA (1995). The cur-
rent GAINS emission factor for BC (1.6 gNm−3 gas flared) is higher than recently pro-5

posed values (0.51 gNm−3; McEwen and Johnson, 2012). While McEwen and Johnson
(2012) consider representative fuel mixtures, their measurements were performed on
laboratory-scale flares, which might underestimate real-world emissions. The lack of
real field measurements, which should be taken under a large range of operating con-
ditions, makes estimates of BC from this source highly uncertain. However, in our view10

this does not justify their omission from most of the currently used global data sets.
Even when using the emission factor from McEwen and Johnson (2012), gas flaring
remains the second largest source of BC emissions north of 60◦ N and the most impor-
tant anthropogenic source. Although, we are aware of intra-annual variability of flaring
emissions, we have no data to support any temporal distribution and assume they are15

constant through the year.
Emissions from other anthropogenic sources than gas flaring and domestic combus-

tion are also included in our emission data set but are treated in the model simulations
only at an aggregetated level since they are not the focus of this study. For instance,
emissions from transport (especially from diesel vehicles) are typically a major source20

of BC in the developed countries of the Northern Hemisphere (Bond et al., 2004; Ku-
piainen and Klimont, 2007). These emissions were lumped together with other source
categories (industry, waste burning, energy sector excluding flaring) into a single cate-
gory “other sources”. These emissions were held constant over the year.

Open biomass burning emissions were available with monthly resolution from the25

Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED) version 3.1 (van der Werf et al., 2010). Agri-
cultural waste burning emissions were taken from GAINS and were distributed over the
period between 15 March and end of October in the Northern Hemisphere. In summary,
we use the following aggregated emission categories for our model simulations:
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– domestic combustion,

– gas flaring in oil and gas industry,

– on-field agricultural waste burning,

– open biomass burning (forests, grasslands) taken from GFED,

– all other sources (transport, industry, energy sector excluding flaring, waste).5

Aircraft and international shipping emissions have been largely ignored in this study.
At the global level, international shipping contributes less than 2 % of BC emissions
(Bond et al., 2004; Lack et al., 2008) and their contribution in the Arctic has been es-
timated for 2004 at about 1 kt BC (Corbett et al., 2010), i.e. less than 1 % of total BC
emissions north of 60◦ N used in this study (Table 1). In the case study presented in10

Sect. 3.3.2, we use ship emissions as developed for the work on Representative Con-
centration Pathways (RCP) (Van Vuuren et al., 2011) and find them to be of marginal
importance.

The ECLIPSE emission data set does not include any specific information on effec-
tive source heights; in view of having no better information, domestic and agricultural15

waste burning emissions were assumed to occur in the lowest 5 m of the atmosphere,
flaring emissions between 50 and 150 ma.g.l. (this shall also account for some iner-
tial and bouyant plume rise), biomass burning emissions between 0 and 100 m, and
all other emissions between 0 and 50 m (large combustion plants have typically high
stacks but their BC emissions are very small). The emission data were gridded at20

a resolution of 0.5◦ latitude ×0.5◦ longitude and used here for the years 2008, 2009
and 2010.

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of BC emissions from the various emission
sectors as used in this study for the year 2010, and Table 1 reports the total global
emissions for key sectors including their distribution at higher latitudes, i.e. north of25

40◦ N, 50◦ N, 60◦ N and 66◦ N. Major sources of emission at the global level are the do-
mestic sector (38 %), biomass burning (28 %) and other sectors (26 %), whereas flaring
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emissions contribute less than 3 % and agricultural waste burning 4 %. For the Arctic
(and especially for the Arctic lower troposphere), however, the high-latitude emissions
are more important than global emissions (Stohl, 2006), and in this region the rela-
tive contributions are very different. According to the emission data used in this study,
biomass burning (58 %) and flaring emissions (33 %) are most important north of 60◦ N,5

and north of 66◦ N flaring emissions (66 %) are dominating. In winter when very little
biomass burning occurs, flaring constitutes almost 80 % of the BC emissions north
of 60◦ N, and it is nearly the only source of BC in the Arctic. The high-latitude flar-
ing emissions occur mainly in the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea, the north-eastern
part of European Russia and western Siberia. The Russian flaring emissions specif-10

ically are located along the main low-level pathway of air masses entering the Arctic
(Stohl, 2006), in an area that was also identified as the source region of the highest
measured BC concentrations at the Arctic measurement stations Alert, Barrow and
Zeppelin (Hirdman et al., 2010). Thus, if the GAINS estimates for the Russian flaring
emissions are correct, we might expect this source to be responsible for a large frac-15

tion of the BC loadings in the Arctic lower troposphere – something that has not yet
received attention in the literature.

Domestic combustion emissions are relatively less important at high latitudes than
globally but still constitute a major fraction of the total emissions (Table 1). High-latitude
domestic combustion emissions are concentrated in the winter because they are pri-20

marily associated with space heating. The energy demand for heating and the resulting
emissions can be quantified using the heating degree day (HDD) concept. This con-
cept assumes that no energy is needed for heating if outside temperatures are above
a certain threshold, and that energy demand increases linearly with decreasing tem-
peratures below that level. It has been shown that the fuel use correlates very well25

with HDDs (Quayle and Diaz, 1980). With a base temperature of 15 ◦C, the HDDs are
given by Hdd = 15− T , where T is the outside daily average air temperature in degree
Celsius. Since we implement this concept using 3-hourly two-meter temperatures from
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), we calculate
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H3h
dd,j =

3
24 (15− T 3h

j ) for the 3 h period j . For every emission grid cell with annual emis-

sion Ea, we calculate the total annual sum of HDDs, Ha
dd, in that cell and then distribute

the annual emissions to 3-hourly periods according to E3h
j = Ea H3h

dd,j

Ha
dd

. That means we

scale the annual BC emissions from the GAINS inventory with the 3-hourly HDD val-
ues, to derive an emission data set that is consistent with annual GAINS estimates but5

with a 3 h time resolution. We also calculate monthly emissions based on the monthly
sums of HDDs.

Domestic BC emissions occur not only from space heating but also from cooking.
The latter is of high relevance at lower latitudes. We assume that north of 55◦ N, domes-
tic combustion emissions are entirely due to space heating, whereas south of 15◦ N,10

emissions are independent of outside temperature and, thus, constant throughout the
year. Between 15 and 55◦ N, we apply a linear weighting depending on latitude between
heating and other emissions. We consider this simple approach sufficient for our sensi-
tivity studies, since we are interested only in the higher latitudes where space heating
is dominant. More sophisticated approaches will be needed to fully capture temporal15

variability of domestic combustion emissions of BC on a global scale.
Figure 2 shows the resulting seasonal cycle of domestic combustion BC emissions

averaged over the years 2008–2010 for four different latitude bands. For the latitudes
55–5◦ N, emissions in January are nearly 40 times higher than in July, whereas for
the lower-latitude bands, the seasonal cycle is less strong. While emissions north of20

65◦ N are very small compared to those at lower latitudes, their seasonal cycle is also
weaker than for the 55–65◦ N band because relatively cold temperatures can also occur
in summer.

In Sect. 3.3.2, we use measurements of BC and CO to discuss the contribution of gas
flaring emissions to measured BC. Therefore, it is important to know the expected emis-25

sion ratio of BC/CO for gas flaring and for other sources. While there is a large range
of reported BC/CO emission ratios for individual sources, at an aggregated regional
level domestic combustion has BC/CO emission ratios of typically about 0.02–0.03,
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transportation of about 0.004–0.02 depending on share of diesel vehicles, and open
biomass burning of about 0.01. For gas flaring, we estimate a much higher BC/CO
emission ratio in the range of 0.05–0.5. However, actual measurements of emission
factors for gas flaring are sparse and are often available for single pollutants only, mak-
ing it difficult to infer emission ratios. A study by the Canadian Association of Petroleum5

Producers (CAPP, 2007) has derived a BC/CO ratio of about 0.3, which is at least an
order of magnitude higher than for most other BC sources at an aggregated regional
level. Few studies report very low BC/CO ratios for flaring, of the order of 0.004 (EEA,
2009; Plejdrup et al., 2009) but these are actually PM2.5/CO ratios and it is not clear
whether these measurements were actually performed on the same flares. Further-10

more, the given PM2.5 emission factors are much lower than the most recent soot
measurements (McEwen and Johnson, 2012). In summary, the possible BC/CO emis-
sion ratio range for flaring is large and remains uncertain, however, it is most likely
larger than for other key BC-emitting sectors. As CO has a lifetime in the atmosphere
of several months and is often used as a tracer of polluted air masses, a high measured15

enhancement ratio of BC/∆CO (where ∆CO is the measured CO enhancement over
background levels) may thus indicate a large flaring contribution to measured BC. We
will use this indicator in Sect. 3.3.2 for source attribution.

2.2 Model simulations

We simulated the concentrations of BC with the Lagrangian particle dispersion model20

FLEXPART (Stohl et al., 1998, 2005; Stohl and Thomson, 1999) using three-hourly
operational meteorological analyses from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) with 91 model levels and a horizontal resolution of 1◦×1◦.
We ran FLEXPART with tagged tracers for each one of the different emission cate-
gories discussed in Sect. 2.1. Computational particles were randomly generated in the25

0.5◦×0.5◦ emission grid boxes according to the 3-hourly (subsummed into daily resolu-
tion), monthly, or annual mean emission mass fluxes, depending on the model experi-
ment. The particles were tracked forward in time and were dropped from the simulation
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after 31 days. Each simulation was run for the period 2008–2010 and produced daily
output with a resolution of 1◦ latitude×2◦ longitude.

We simulate three different BC-like tracers: one with a fixed 3 day lifetime, one with
a fixed 10 day lifetime, and one aerosol tracer, which is subject to removal processes.
For the aerosol tracer we assumed a particle density of 1400 kgm−3 and a logarithmic5

size distribution with an aerodynamic mean diameter of 0.25 µm and a logarithmic stan-
dard deviation of 1.25. These values are used by FLEXPART’s dry deposition scheme,
which is based on the resistance analogy (Slinn, 1982). For the wet deposition, FLEX-
PART considers below-cloud (McMahon and Denison, 1979) and within-cloud scaveng-
ing (Hertel et al., 1995). The below-cloud scavenging coefficient Λ = AIB increases with10

precipitation rate I , where A = 2×10−7 s−1 is the scavenging coefficient at I =1 mm/hour
and B = 0.62. The in-cloud scavenging depends on cloud liquid water content, precip-
itation rate and the depth of the cloud. For more details on aerosol removal param-
eterizations, see Stohl et al. (2005) and the FLEXPART user manual available from
http://transport.nilu.no/flexpart. In the Arctic, the simulated average concentrations of15

the aerosol tracer are similar to those of the tracer with a fixed 10 day lifetime, and out-
side the Arctic the concentrations are slightly lower than for the 10 day lifetime tracer.
A lifetime of almost 10 days is longer than the global lifetime of accumulation-mode
aerosols in most models (Textor et al., 2006) which, however, may be too short (Kris-
tiansen et al., 2012).20

FLEXPART does not simulate aerosol chemistry and microphysics and treats BC in
a simplified way. The conversion of BC from a hydrophobic to a hydrophilic state and
changes in the aerosol size distribution are ignored. Furthermore, as particles are re-
moved from the simulation after 31 days, small contributions to the atmospheric BC
burden from very aged BC tracer are missed. In that respect, our simulations are much25

less realistic than calculations with more sophisticated aerosol models. However, ad-
vantages are the good accuracy of the simulated transport and the lack of numerical
diffusion, which is particularly important in the very stable Arctic atmosphere. Further-
more, our goal here is not to achieve the most realistic simulation of global BC but only
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to explore the sensitivity of Arctic BC to changes in the emission treatment, and for that
purpose, we believe our model setup is realistic enough.

For case studies (Sect. 3.3.2), we also ran FLEXPART backward in time, in so-called
“retroplume” mode (Stohl et al., 2003) from a measurement station, to identify the
source region of measured BC. The FLEXPART retroplume output is an emission sen-5

sitivity which, when multiplied with emission fluxes, yields a simulated concentration at
the receptor. For the simulations we have used the same tracer properties as for the
forward BC aerosol tracer, which means that removal processes are accounted for also
in backward mode. In addition to allowing identifying the BC source regions, our back-
ward simulations also have the advantage that they were initialized at the measurement10

point (rather than a grid cell) and that they were started every three hours and carried
many particles (80 000 each), thus minimizing statistical sampling uncertainty.

2.3 Measurement data

We compare our model results with measurements of aerosol light absorption from
six sites located in different parts of the Arctic: Barrow, Alaska (156.6◦ W, 71.3◦ N,15

11 ma.s.l.), Alert, Canada (62.3◦ W, 82.5◦ N, 210 ma.s.l.), Pallas, Finland (24.12◦ E,
67.97◦ N, 565 ma.s.l.), Zeppelin/Ny Ålesund, Spitsbergen, Norway (11.9◦ E, 78.9◦ N,
478 ma.s.l.), Station Nord, Greenland (81.6◦ N, 16.67◦ W, 30 ma.s.l.) and Summit,
Greenland (38.4◦ W, 72.6◦ N, 3208 ma.s.l.). Different instruments were used at these
sites: an aethalometer at Summit, particle soot absorption photometers (PSAPs) at20

Barrow, Alert, Station Nord and Zeppelin, and a multi-angle absorption photometer at
Pallas (Hyvärinen et al., 2011). These instruments measure the particle light absorption
coefficient σap, each at its own specific wavelength (typically at around 530–550 nm),
and for different size fractions of the aerosol (typically particles smaller than 1, 2.5 or
10 µm are sampled). Conversion of σap to BC mass concentrations is not straightfor-25

ward and requires certain assumptions. The mass absorption efficiency used for con-
version is site-, instrument- and wavelength-specific and uncertain by at least a factor of
two. For the aethalometer at Summit, this conversion is done internally and we directly
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use reported mass concentrations. For Station Nord, a mass absorption efficiency of
3.9 m2 g−1 multiplied by a filter constant of 2 was used for conversion, based on com-
parison to elemental carbon measurements (Nguyen et al., 2013). For the other sites,
we convert the measured light absorption to BC mass concentration using a mass ab-
sorption efficiency of 10 m2 g−1, typical of aged BC aerosol (Bond et al., 2005). Sharma5

et al. (2013) used the even higher value of 19 m2 g−1 for Barrow and Alert data. We refer
to the converted light absorption values as equivalent BC (EBC) to reflect the uncer-
tainties in this conversion, as well as other uncertainties resulting for instance from the
use of different cut-off sizes for the different instruments.

For all stations except for Summit and Station Nord we had data available for the10

years 2008–2010, corresponding to the modeling period. For Summit, we used the data
set produced by Hirdman et al. (2010), where influence from local pollution sources
(mainly a diesel generator) was removed by filtering the data according to wind direc-
tion. These data were, however, only available until fall 2008, so we used the years
2005–2008. Measurements at Station Nord started only in March 2008 and data cap-15

ture was low in some other months of the year 2008, so we used measurement data
only from the years 2009–2010. Barrow and Alert data are routinely subject to data
cleaning, removing the influence from local sources. Zeppelin generally is not strongly
influenced by local emissions; however, summer values are enhanced by some 11 %
due to local cruise ship emissions (Eckhardt et al., 2013).20

For case studies, we also use CO data from the Zeppelin station. CO was mea-
sured using a RGA3 analyzer (Trace Analytical) fitted with a mercuric oxide reduction
gas detector. Five ambient air measurements and one field standard were performed
every 2 h. The field standards were referenced against the CO WMO2000 reference
scale maintained at National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Earth System25

Research Laboratory (NOAA/ESRL). This scale was designated by WMO as the refer-
ence scale for the Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW) program (WMO, 2010).
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3 Results

3.1 Time resolution of domestic combustion emissions

The top panel in Fig. 3 shows a map of the annual mean surface concentrations of
the BC aerosol tracer for domestic combustion emissions when these emissions are
held constant over the year. The resulting BC concentrations are highest in Eastern5

Asia, followed by Europe and Eastern North America. The concentrations are lowest in
the Arctic. The middle panel in Fig. 3 shows the relative concentration changes when
the domestic combustion BC emissions are resolved by month using the HDD con-
cept instead of keeping the emissions constant throughout the year. In this case the
high-latitude emissions are concentrated during the winter months (see Fig. 2). Dur-10

ing winter the transport from the major Eurasian source regions towards the Arctic is
much stronger than during summer when the Arctic is almost isolated from the middle
latitudes (Stohl, 2006), and the BC removal is also weaker in winter than in summer.
This causes not only a strong increase of simulated BC concentrations in the Arctic
lower troposphere in winter, but also a systematic 60–100 % enhancement even of the15

annual mean simulated concentrations throughout most of the Arctic (Fig. 3, middle
panel). The enhancement averaged over the Arctic north of 66◦ N is 63 %. It is impor-
tant to notice that less efficient wet scavenging at high latitudes in winter is not the
main reason for the strong enhancement. Even stronger relative enhancements in the
Arctic can be seen for the tracer with a fixed 3 day lifetime, whereas slightly smaller20

enhancements occur for the 10 day lifetime tracer. This shows that the enhancement
is mainly due to differences in the transport pathways between summer and winter,
and that species with a shorter lifetime are more strongly affected than species with
a longer lifetime.

To explore whether daily resolution of the emission data causes further changes,25

we plot in the bottom panel in Fig. 3 the resulting relative difference in annual mean
concentrations when using emission data with daily and with monthly resolution. In this
case, the relative differences are smaller but over northern Eurasia the concentrations
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are further enhanced by some 10 % when using daily emission resolution. Overall,
for daily resolved domestic combustion emissions, the annual mean enhancement for
the Arctic north of 66◦ N compared to annually constant emissions is 68 %, 5 % more
than when using monthly mean emissions. Again, the enhancements can also be seen
for the fixed lifetime tracers. The reason for these further enhancements is that tem-5

peratures in winter are coldest and heating emissions highest on days with stagnant
conditions when the BC emissions remain close to the ground. Furthermore, these
cold air masses have a greater probability of entering the so-called polar dome (Klo-
necki et al., 2003; Stohl, 2006), which means they can be transported polewards near
the surface. This explains why the largest enhancements are seen north of the major10

emission areas and why they extend into the Eurasian part of the Arctic. It is also impor-
tant to notice that the enhancements in winter are much larger than the annual mean
enhancements. The strongest enhancements occur in January when Arctic-mean sur-
face concentrations of BC are enhanced by 150 % compared to when annually constant
emissions are used. This is partly compensated by reduced concentrations in summer,15

leading to large changes in the simulated annual cycle of BC (see Sect. 3.3.1).
Figure 4 shows vertical profiles of the domestic combustion BC aerosol tracer, aver-

aged over the Arctic region, for the months of January and July. In January, the vertical
profiles show a maximum a few hundred meters above the surface, whereas in July the
maximum occurs in the mid-troposphere. The decrease towards the surface in the low-20

est 1 km is partly related to dry deposition. It is weaker but still present for the tracers
with fixed lifetime (not shown), in this case a result only of the quasi-isentropic tracer
uplifting. Allowing the emissions to vary by month dramatically increases the tracer con-
centrations in winter throughout the troposphere but with largest absolute increases in
the lower troposphere, compared to the case with constant emissions throughout the25

year. Allowing the emissions to further vary by day instead of per month increases
the concentrations in the lowest few hundred meters even more, but slightly reduces
the concentrations higher up. In summer, in contrast, the concentrations are strongly
reduced throughout the troposphere when emissions are allowed to vary by day or –
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especially – by month compared to the constant emissions. Notice that daily emission
variations lead to a relatively strong relative increase of the Arctic summer BC con-
centrations from domestic combustion compared to monthly emissions, again because
of preferential poleward transport of colder air masses containing heating emissions.
The net effect over the year of the seasonally varying emissions is a 68 % increase of5

the annual mean tracer concentrations near the surface, as already seen in Fig. 3. In
contrast, in the upper troposphere the annual mean concentrations are reduced, e.g.
by 25 % at 8000 ma.s.l.

The annual mean BC tracer deposition fluxes from annually constant domestic com-
bustion emissions are shown in the top panel of Fig. 5 and the relative changes when10

using daily varying emissions are shown in the bottom panel. The relative deposition
differences are close to zero in the BC source regions. Increases of about 20–50 % are
found north of Europe when using daily varying emissions, whereas decreases occur
in northeastern Asia and northwestern North America. In the Arctic, the differences
are generally positive but smaller than surface concentration differences (compare with15

Fig. 3). The reason for these less systematic and overall smaller changes is that most
of the deposition in the model (ca. 95 %) is due to wet scavenging, which can occur
throughout the depth of the atmosphere, and average concentrations in the upper tro-
posphere are actually higher when emissions do not vary (Fig. 4). Results for monthly
varying emissions are similar to those for daily emission variation (not shown).20

3.2 The importance of flaring emissions

Figure 6 shows the annual mean total simulated surface concentrations of the BC
aerosol tracer from all emission sources (Fig. 6 top left) as well as the relative contri-
butions from the various simulated emission categories. In accordance with their large
fraction of total emissions (see Table 1), domestic combustion emissions (daily re-25

solved) contribute more than 30 % of the total simulated surface concentrations in large
parts of the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 6, top right). Even in the Arctic, contributions
exceed 20 % almost everywhere and over Scandinavia exceed even 40 %. This shows
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that daily resolved domestic combustion emissions contribute substantially to the total
annual mean simulated BC concentrations in the Arctic. In contrast, agricultural waste
burning and biomass burning emissions (Fig. 6, middle) contribute relatively little to
the Arctic annual mean BC concentrations, given their large fraction (especially of the
biomass burning emissions) of the total emissions north of 50◦ N. The reason for this is5

that these emissions occur mainly from spring to early fall, when transport into the Arc-
tic lower troposphere is limited. However, when only summer is considered, biomass
burning emissions dominate the total BC loading in the Arctic (see lower panel of Fig. 7,
which will be discussed later).

Of greatest interest here is the contribution from flaring emissions (Fig. 6, bottom10

left). While in our emission data set they make up for less than 3 % of the total global
BC emissions (Table 1), their contribution to simulated surface concentrations exceeds
20 % over all of the Arctic Ocean. In fact, the average modeled flaring contribution to
the annual mean BC surface concentrations north of 66◦ N is 42 %, with a seasonal
peak of 52 % in March. In summary, flaring emissions contribute more to the Arctic15

surface concentrations of BC than any other emission category, including our lumped
category “other emissions” (energy sector without flaring, industry, traffic, waste), also
shown in Fig. 6 (bottom right).

In January, domestic combustion, flaring and all other emissions contribute similar
fractions to the total simulated surface concentrations of BC in the Arctic, and the con-20

centrations of all these tracers decrease quickly with altitude (Fig. 7, top). The decrease
with altitude is, however, most pronounced for the flaring tracer, which is almost exclu-
sively found below 2 kma.s.l. This is a consequence of the high-latitude source region
of this tracer, which limits isentropic lifting in the polar dome (Stohl, 2006). In July, BC
concentrations throughout the Arctic troposphere are dominated by biomass burning25

emissions (Fig. 7, bottom), which peak at about 2–3 km altitude. Notice also the re-
versed seasonal cycle of Arctic BC at higher altitudes (summer maximum) compared
to the surface (winter maximum).
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With respect to the BC deposition in the Arctic, the spatial patterns of the relative
contributions of the various tracers are similar to those of the surface concentrations
shown in Fig. 6. The flaring tracer is somewhat less important for the deposition than
for the surface concentrations, due to its rather limited vertical extent, but it still con-
tributes more than 30 % to the simulated BC deposition north of 80◦ N (not shown).5

Daily varying domestic combustion emissions also contribute more than 30 % in most
of the central Arctic, a somewhat larger contribution than to the surface concentrations
(not shown). The other tracers contribute with similar fractions to the BC deposition as
to the surface concentrations.

3.3 Comparison with measurement data10

3.3.1 Seasonality

When comparing modeled and measured concentrations, it is important to bear in mind
that the measured EBC concentrations are uncertain by at least a factor of two, and that
the model treats BC in a simplified way and misses ship and aircraft emissions. Still,
it is interesting to compare the seasonal cycle of measured EBC and modeled BC at15

the Arctic stations (Fig. 8). Notice also that there is very strong interannual variability in
both the measured and modeled monthly means, which we do not discuss any further.
For reasons of clarity (the vertical axes would need to be extended considerably), we
also refrain from indicating this variability in Fig. 8.

At Barrow and Alert (top panels in Fig. 8), the model underestimates the measured20

concentrations from January to May and, especially at Barrow, overestimates the mea-
sured concentrations in summer. The overestimation is due to a large contribution from
biomass burning in summer, which is obviously not seen in the Barrow measurement
data. In an earlier study (Stohl et al., 2006), we have found that biomass burning
plumes were excluded by the data screening done for Barrow, which removes pollu-25

tion plumes arriving from the land. When removing the data cleaning, there is indeed
a noticeable increase in the measured values in summer, for instance bye more than
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a factor of two in July and more than a factor of three in August, leading to a secondary
maximum in measured EBC values at Barrow during July and August (J. Ogren, per-
sonal communication, 2013). This confirms the modeled biomass burning peak during
these months, although the modeled peak remains too strong compared to the mea-
sured one. Both at Alert and Barrow the modeled seasonality of BC concentrations is5

not strong enough. The seasonality would be even weaker without daily variation of the
domestic combustion emissions (compare red-shaded area with blue line) and without
the flaring emissions (brown-shaded area). In fact, the flaring emissions around Bar-
row may be underestimated, since this region saw rapid development in recent years,
which may not be fully captured by GAINS yet.10

At Pallas and Zeppelin (middle panels in Fig. 8), both the measured and modeled
EBC concentrations in winter and spring are higher than at Barrow and Alert. At these
stations, the modeled seasonality is of about the right magnitude but concentrations at
Zeppelin in spring are underestimated, and concentrations both at Zeppelin and Pallas
in fall are overestimated. At these two sites the domestic combustion emissions con-15

tribute more than 50 % to the modeled winter concentrations. With annually constant
emissions, however, the seasonal cycle would be too weak and winter concentrations
would be clearly underestimated. Measured EBC at Zeppelin peaks in March, which is
one month later than at Barrow and two months later than at Alert and Pallas. Interest-
ingly, the modeled BC at Zeppelin has a strong contribution from flaring emissions and20

this contribution is largest in March. While the model fails to capture the March peak,
this discrepancy would be even larger without the flaring emissions.

Station Nord (bottom left panel in Fig. 8) is probably the most remote of all sites,
and both measured and modeled concentration levels are lower than at the other sur-
face sites. The measurements show a distinct peak in April which, however, is due25

only to a very high observed monthly mean in the year 2009 (61 ngm−3), whereas
the corresponding value in 2010 was much lower (16 ngm−3). The model captures
the overall concentration levels quite well, but overestimates the very low measured
concentrations in summer substantially, likely because of an overestimated biomass
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burning impact. The impact of flaring emissions is relatively weak at Station Nord but it
is again largest in spring, which helps explaining the measured spring peak. The time-
varying domestic combustion emissions lead to an improved simulated seasonality as
well.

At Summit (bottom right panel in Fig. 8), both the measured and modeled (E)BC5

concentrations in winter and early spring are much lower than at the other sites, except
for Station Nord. From May to August, the measured concentrations fluctuate strongly,
with large differences between the different years (not shown). During this period, the
model shows a large contribution from biomass burning, which also varies strongly be-
tween different years. However, since the measurements and model results are from10

different years, it is probably not surprising that the model does not match the mea-
sured seasonality. An important reason for the modeled concentrations being lower at
Summit than at the other stations is that, due to the station’s high altitude, the con-
tributions from flaring emissions throughout the year and from domestic combustion
emissions in winter are much lower, which seems to agree with the measurements.15

Summit measurements also seem to confirm that the modeled transition in the Arctic
to a reversed seasonal cycle of BC at higher altitudes compared to the surface is real.

Summarizing our comparisons of modeled versus measured BC seasonality, the
model generally captures the differences at the different stations in seasonality and
concentration levels quite well. Not all features of the observations are perfectly repro-20

duced by the model. However, for all stations the results are improved by introducing
time variation for the domestic emissions and by adding the flaring emissions.

3.3.2 Case study

Figure 8 suggests that the Zeppelin station offers the best chances of directly attributing
measured EBC to flaring emissions. For detailed analyses, we selected periods when25

the modeled flaring contribution from the backward simulations was large. While many
such episodes were found, most of them are associated also with strong simulated
contributions from other BC sources, making it difficult to disentangle the various BC
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contributions based on measured concentrations. As an example, Fig. 9 shows data
from the period 12 February until 4 March 2010, when three different pollution episodes
occurred. From 12–14 February, the model simulates up to 140 ngm−3 BC, while the
measured EBC concentrations are considerably lower. According to the FLEXPART
retroplumes (not shown), the source region during this period is shifting from Scandi-5

navia and Eastern Europe to the European part of Russia. Measured mixing ratios of
CO are relatively high during this period. CO is emitted by combustion sources and has
a lifetime of months in the atmosphere, thus tagging air masses that were influenced
by combustion sources. The low measured EBC concentrations suggest that wet scav-
enging was important for removing most of the BC that was likely co-emitted with CO.10

The model seems to have underestimated the wet removal in this case.
During the period 15–17 February the source area of the sampled air mass is cen-

tered on the region in high-latitude Russia with strong flaring activity (see Fig. 1). The
emission sensitivity footprint, however, is large, with substantial BC contributions com-
ing even from south of 50◦ N. The measured EBC concentrations during this period15

reach almost 200 ngm−3. It is likely that this includes a substantial flaring contribution,
since the measured peak coincides with the time of the largest modeled flaring contri-
bution (Fig. 9). Notice that the peak in measured CO is much broader than the EBC
peak and that the two highest measured EBC concentrations actually coincide with
small local dips in CO. This suggests a large contribution from a source with a high20

BC/CO emission ratio during the time of the measured EBC peak. As we have dis-
cussed in Sect. 2.1, gas flaring likely is such a source.

From 18–26 February, the source region of the air mass sampled at Zeppelin is
mainly the Arctic Ocean and simulated BC as well as measured EBC and CO are very
low most of the time. During this period, however, a clear direct attribution of measured25

EBC to flaring emissions is possible because only few other BC sources played a role.
On 24 February, there was a temporary shift in simulated transport as the air arrived
directly from the western region of intense flaring. The FLEXPART footprint emission
sensitivity was high above the gas flaring region but the retroplume did not extend over
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any other major BC source region (Fig. 10). Accordingly, the model shows a short spike
in simulated BC, which is almost exclusively due to flaring emissions. The measured
EBC peaks exactly at the same time and is of a similar magnitude as the model tracer,
while the measured CO actually drops by about 5 ppbv. This again indicates that the
measured EBC peak must be caused by a source that is rich in BC but poor in CO,5

consistent with the FLEXPART attribution to flaring.
On 27 February, the period with rather clean Arctic air arriving at Zeppelin ends,

due to advection of air from Siberia until 3 March. During this pollution episode, the
model simulates a mix of BC from flaring and other sources (including sources in East-
ern Asia). The major flaring contribution in this case comes from the eastern region of10

intense flaring seen in Fig. 1. The model underestimates the measured EBC concentra-
tions substantially, especially at the beginning of the episode. Remarkably, the flaring
contribution is largest during the first part of the episode (27–28 February), which may
suggest that especially flaring emissions have been underestimated. CO mixing ra-
tios peak at a later time than the measured EBC, which is consistent with a shift from15

sources like flaring with a high average BC/CO emission ratio during the measured
EBC peak to other sources (and probably also stronger removal) at later times.

4 Discussion

4.1 Flaring emissions

The attribution of measured EBC to flaring emissions at Zeppelin is not always as clear20

as during the three episodes discussed above because long-range transport normally
incorporates emissions from large source regions and a mixture of source types. How-
ever, there are many other episodes, for which the model-measurement comparison
and the BC/CO enhancement ratios indicate large flaring contributions. In fact, using
a statistical method, the flaring region in Russia was identified already by Hirdman et al.25

(2010) as the key region where the highest measured EBC concentrations at Zeppelin,
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Barrow and Alert are coming from. However, Hirdman et al. (2010) could not attribute
the EBC to flaring as a source type because at the time of their study information on
flaring emissions was not available. Similarly, Eleftheriadis et al. (2009) for EBC (us-
ing a different instrument) and Tunved et al. (2012) for sub-micrometer aerosol mass
concentration identified the same source region for the Zeppelin observatory. Earlier5

analyses also indicated a similar source region for EBC measured at Barrow and Alert
(Sharma et al., 2006).

While the flaring emissions are highly uncertain and accurate quantification of their
contribution to Arctic BC will require more work, the case studies suggest that it is un-
likely that GAINS overestimates the emissions dramatically. Shipboard measurements10

of EBC in the White, Barents and Kara Seas in September–October 2011 showed
mean EBC concentrations in background areas of 120 ngm−3 (Shevchenko et al.,
2012), which is almost an order of magnitude higher than the mean EBC concen-
trations measured at that time of the year at the Arctic stations used in this paper. It is
also considerably higher than our modeled total mean BC concentrations in the White,15

Barents and Kara Seas in September/October, which suggests that the flaring emis-
sions are not overestimated by GAINS. In fact, trajectory analyses by Shevchenko et al.
(2012) led them to conclude that the highest BC concentrations measured in the Kara
Sea were likely caused by gas flares in Northwestern Siberia. Furthermore, Doherty
et al. (2010) reported the highest BC concentrations in snow of all the Arctic to occur in20

Northern Russia. Particularly high BC concentrations in snow were found in Vorkuta.
Local contamination was suspected as the cause of these high concentrations since
the sampling was done only 30 km from the city (Doherty et al., 2010). However, we
note that their sampling site was also relatively close to the area associated with gas
flaring, which could be an alternative explanation for the high concentrations.25

The BC emissions from gas flaring must also be seen in the context of on-going rapid
changes in the petroleum industry not only in Russia but also in remote areas of North
America and Europe. Associated gas in oil production is typically vented or flared as
there is only limited or no infrastructure to utilize or transport it to consumers, especially
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when production occurs in very remote areas. It is also predicted that petroleum activ-
ities will shift poleward (Peters et al., 2011), which raises concerns particularly for the
Arctic.

4.2 Domestic combustion emissions

Regarding the seasonal cycle of domestic combustion emissions, it is worth noticing5

that using daily resolved emissions does not only enhance surface concentrations of
BC in the Arctic, but also reduces BC concentrations in the middle and lower latitudes.
This could remedy the underestimates of BC in the Arctic that is common to most CTMs
and CCMs and at the same time also help the models to avoid typical overestimates at
lower latitudes (Bond et al., 2013). Our results suggest that the cause of these biases10

may not only be “vertical transport that is too strong or scavenging rates that are too
low” and “opposite biases in these processes” in the Arctic and elsewhere as stated by
Bond et al. (2013), but that the missing seasonality of domestic combustion emissions
as well as the lacking flaring emissions are at least as important.

While inclusion of daily variability enhances the modeled seasonal cycle of surface15

concentrations of BC in the Arctic, the measurements indicate that our modeled sea-
sonality is still too weak. It is quite possible that seasonally varying efficiency of wet
scavenging could explain this. However, it is also possible that missing seasonality of
emissions from other sectors than domestic combustion is responsible. For instance,
temporal (and spatial) distribution of emissions from non-road diesel engines and gen-20

erators which are widely used in the Arctic, is poorly characterized because of a lack
of data. Such seasonality should be quantified and added to further improve model
simulations.

A consistent feature at all stations is that the measurements show higher concentra-
tions in March–May than in October–December, whereas the model predicts relatively25

similar concentration levels for these periods. Seasonality of the emissions not cap-
tured in our study could partly be responsible for this. For instance, energy demand for
water heating is highest in spring when cold water inlet temperatures are substantially
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lower than in fall (Energy Saving Trust, 2008). Space heating requirements may also
be slightly higher in spring than in fall for the same outside temperatures, due to the
decrease of ground temperatures during winter. This would lead to a seasonal shift of
emissions from late fall to early spring and would improve the modeled seasonality of
Arctic BC concentrations. Another possibility are emissions from shipping. High-latitude5

shipping emissions are currently not well represented in global inventories both with re-
spect to spatial as well as temporal distribution. Eckhardt et al. (2013) have shown that
local emissions from cruise ships have an influence on the EBC measurements at Zep-
pelin from June to August. However, some ships already visit earlier in the year and
this may also influence the seasonal cycle of EBC at least at Zeppelin.10

The lifetime of BC in our model, nearly 10 days, is longer than in most CTMs and
CCMs. The Arctic relative surface concentration enhancement brought about by daily
varying domestic combustion emissions compared to annually constant emissions, in-
creases with decreasing tracer lifetime. Furthermore, the relative importance of gas
flaring emissions also increases with decreasing tracer lifetime. Thus, the effects dis-15

cussed in this paper should be even stronger for models with a shorter lifetime of BC.
Finally, while the model simulations presented in this paper were done only for BC,

the main results of this study should hold for other short-lived pollutant aerosols and
gases as well. Both domestic combustion as well as gas flaring are important sources
also of other short-lived pollutants (e.g. organic carbon, nitrogen oxides, etc.).20

5 Conclusions

BC emissions from gas flaring are less than 3 % of global BC emissions in the ECLIPSE
emission data set but they dominate the BC emissions in the Arctic (latitudes greater
than 66◦ N). Using these emissions for simulations with the Lagrangian particle disper-
sion model FLEXPART, we find that the flaring emissions contribute 42 % to the annual25

mean BC surface concentrations in the Arctic. Their contribution is largest in March
when they account for 52 % of all Arctic BC near the surface. Most of the flaring BC in
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the Arctic resides close to the surface, so that the contribution of flaring emissions in
the middle and upper troposphere is small.

We have derived a daily data set for domestic combustion emissions, based on the
heating degree day (HDD) concept. Using this data set and annually constant emis-
sions, we found that in January the Arctic-mean surface concentrations of BC are5

150 % higher when using daily emissions than when using annually constant emis-
sions. Since concentration reductions in summer are smaller than the increases in
winter, there is a systematic increase of Arctic-mean annual mean BC surface con-
centrations by 68 % when using daily emissions compared to annually constant emis-
sions. A large part (93 %) of this systematic increase can be captured also when using10

monthly emissions.
In a comparison with BC measurements at six Arctic stations, we find that using

daily varying domestic combustion emissions and adding emissions from gas flaring
substantially improves the simulated Arctic BC concentrations, both with respect to
simulated concentration levels and seasonality as well as regarding the differences15

between the different stations.
Emissions from flaring normally arrive at the Arctic measurement stations mixed

with emissions from other sources. This makes direct attribution of measured EBC to
flaring difficult. For several episodes, however, we could show that flaring emissions in
Russia strongly influence EBC measurements at Zeppelin. During periods when flaring20

emissions arrive at Zeppelin, measured EBC typically increases strongly, while there is
little impact on CO, which is consistent with a high BC/CO emission ratio of gas flaring.

A better quantification of gas flaring emissions of BC and other substances is ur-
gently needed. Furthermore, aerosol and atmospheric composition measurements at
different distances to the gas flares need to be made, since the observatories used25

here are all too far away to allow studying air masses polluted by gas flares alone.
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Table 1. ECLIPSE BC emissions (kt yr−1) for the year 2010 for various lumped source cate-
gories. Values are given for the global total emissions, as well as for the emissions north of
40◦ N, 50◦ N, 60◦ N and 66◦ N. Values in brackets are the relative fractions (in %) of the total
emissions in the respective domain.

Emission category Global lat > 40◦ N lat > 50◦ N lat > 60◦ N lat > 66◦ N

Domestic 3055 (38) 472 (36) 93 (17) 6.2 (4) 0.6 (1)
Flaring 228 (3) 83 (6) 69 (13) 52.2 (33) 26.4 (66)
Agricultural waste burning 341 (4) 73 (6) 29 (5) 0.2 (0) 0.0 (0)
Biomass burning 2276 (28) 219 (17) 205 (38) 92.4 (58) 12.3 (31)
Other 2088 (26) 458 (35) 143 (27) 8.0 (5) 1.0 (2)
Total 7988 (100) 1305 (100) 539 (100) 159.0 (100) 40.3 (100)
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Fig. 1. Annual BC emissions (average over the period 2008-2010) from different emission sectors: Domes-

tic combustion emissions (top left), flaring emissions (top, right), emissions from the lumped sectors energy

excluding flaring, industry, traffic, waste burning (middle left), agricultural waste burning (middle right), and

GFED biomass burning emissions (bottom left).
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Fig. 1. Annual BC emissions (average over the period 2008–2010) from different emission sec-
tors: domestic combustion emissions (top left), flaring emissions (top, right), emissions from
the lumped sectors energy excluding flaring, industry, traffic, waste burning (middle left), agri-
cultural waste burning (middle right), and GFED biomass burning emissions (bottom left).
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Fig. 2. Monthly BC emissions relative to total annual emissions based on the HDD concept and averaged over

the years 2008-2010, for the four latitude bands 35-45°N, 45-55°N, 55-65°N and 65-75°N.
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Fig. 2. Monthly BC emissions relative to total annual emissions based on the HDD concept and
averaged over the years 2008–2010, for the four latitude bands 35–45◦ N, 45–55◦ N, 55–65◦ N
and 65–75◦ N.
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Fig. 3. Annual mean surface concentrations of the BC aerosol tracer for annually constant domestic combustion

emissions (top), relative difference between the BC aerosol tracer surface concentrations for monthly varying

versus annually constant domestic emissions (middle) and relative difference between the BC aerosol tracer

surface concentrations for daily varying versus monthly varying domestic emissions (bottom).29

Fig. 3. Annual mean surface concentrations of the BC aerosol tracer for annually constant
domestic combustion emissions (top), relative difference between the BC aerosol tracer surface
concentrations for monthly varying versus annually constant domestic emissions (middle) and
relative difference between the BC aerosol tracer surface concentrations for daily varying versus
monthly varying domestic emissions (bottom).
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Fig. 4. Vertical profiles of the BC aerosol tracer from domestic combustion averaged for the Arctic area north of

66°N for the months of January (solid lines) and July (dashed lines) when emissions are held constant over the

year (light blue lines), varied by month (red lines) or varied daily (black lines) according to the HDD concept.
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Fig. 4. Vertical profiles of the BC aerosol tracer from domestic combustion averaged for the
Arctic area north of 66◦ N for the months of January (solid lines) and July (dashed lines) when
emissions are held constant over the year (light blue lines), varied by month (red lines) or varied
daily (black lines) according to the HDD concept.
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Fig. 5. Annual mean surface deposition of the BC aerosol tracer for annually constant domestic combustion

emissions (top), and relative difference between the BC aerosol tracer surface concentrations for daily varying

versus annually constant domestic emissions (bottom).
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Fig. 5. Annual mean surface deposition of the BC aerosol tracer for annually constant domestic
combustion emissions (top), and relative difference between the BC aerosol tracer surface
concentrations for daily varying versus annually constant domestic emissions (bottom).
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Fig. 6. Simulated annual mean surface concentrations (ng m−3) of the BC aerosol tracer from all emission

categories (top left) as well as relative contributions (%) from the various simulated emission categories: do-

mestic combustion emissions (top right), agricultural waste burning emissions (middle left), biomass burning

emissions (middle right), flaring emissions (bottom left) and all other emissions (bottom right). In the top left

panel, the locations of measurement stations discussed in section 3.3.1 are marked with white dots with smaller

red dots on top.
32

Fig. 6. Simulated annual mean surface concentrations (ngm−3) of the BC aerosol tracer from
all emission categories (top left) as well as relative contributions (%) from the various simu-
lated emission categories: domestic combustion emissions (top right), agricultural waste burn-
ing emissions (middle left), biomass burning emissions (middle right), flaring emissions (bottom
left) and all other emissions (bottom right). In the top left panel, the locations of measurement
stations discussed in Sect. 3.3.1 are marked with white dots with smaller red dots on top.
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Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of the BC aerosol tracer averaged for the Arctic area north of 66°N and split according

to source category for January (top) and July (bottom). The blue line with plus symbols shows the vertical

profile of the domestic combustion tracer with constant emissions.
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Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of the BC aerosol tracer averaged for the Arctic area north of 66◦ N and
split according to source category for January (top) and July (bottom). The blue line with plus
symbols shows the vertical profile of the domestic combustion tracer with constant emissions.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of monthly mean modeled BC and measured EBC concentrations at Barrow (top left),

Alert (top right), Pallas (middle left), Zeppelin (middle right), Station Nord (bottom left) and Summit (bottom

right). The measurements are shown with a black line with crosses, whereas the model results are split into

contributions from different sources according to the color legend. Also shown are the results for the domes-

tic combustion tracer with constant emission rate throughout the year (blue line with plusses), which can be

compared directly with the variable emission tracer (red area). Data shown are averages for the years 2008-

2010, except for Summit where the measurement data were averaged over the years 2005-2008, and Station

Nord where measurement data were averaged over the years 2009-2010. Notice that scales are different for the

different panels.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of monthly mean modeled BC and measured EBC concentrations at Barrow
(top left), Alert (top right), Pallas (middle left), Zeppelin (middle right), Station Nord (bottom
left) and Summit (bottom right). The measurements are shown with a black line with crosses,
whereas the model results are split into contributions from different sources according to the
color legend. Also shown are the results for the domestic combustion tracer with constant
emission rate throughout the year (blue line with plusses), which can be compared directly with
the variable emission tracer (red area). Data shown are averages for the years 2008–2010,
except for Summit where the measurement data were averaged over the years 2005–2008,
and Station Nord where measurement data were averaged over the years 2009–2010. Notice
that scales are different for the different panels.
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Fig. 9. Time series of measured EBC (black line with crosses) and carbon monoxide (red line with asterisks)

as well as modeled BC split into different source categories (see color legend) for the Zeppelin station for the

period 12 February until 4 March 2010. Also shown are the results for the domestic combustion tracer with

constant emission rate throughout the year (blue line).
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Fig. 9. Time series of measured EBC (black line with crosses) and carbon monoxide (red line
with asterisks) as well as modeled BC split into different source categories (see color legend) for
the Zeppelin station for the period 12 February until 4 March 2010. Also shown are the results
for the domestic combustion tracer with constant emission rate throughout the year (blue line).
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Zeppelin station between 0 and 3 UTC on 24 February 2010. The Zeppelin station is marked with a black dot.
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Fig. 10. Map of the footprint emission sensitivity of the BC aerosol tracer, for the air mass arriv-
ing at the Zeppelin station between 00:00 and 03:00 UTC on 24 February 2010. The Zeppelin
station is marked with a black dot.
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